UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE
Faculty Senate Meeting
AGENDA
November 1, 2019
TIME: 2:45 P.M.
PLACE: CLC Ballroom
I.

II.

Call to Order
A.

Approval of Minutes
• October 4, 2019 (pp. 2 – 6)

B.

Administrative Updates

C.

Committee Updates

D.

Old Business

New Business
A.
Program, Curriculum, Catalog, and Course Changes
1. IES- Informatics and Engineering Systems
a. Request to Modify or Delete Undergraduate Worksheet or
Program Description (pp. 7 – 8)
(1) Bachelor of Arts Major in Information Management & Systems Accredited
Concentration in Health Information Management
(Proposed) (pp. 9 – 10)
(2) Bachelor of Arts Major in Information Management & Systems Accredited
Concentration in Health Information Management
(Current) (pp. 11 – 12)
b. Request to Modify or Delete Undergraduate Course Description
(1) AMMG U415 – Advanced Manufacturing Management (pp. 13 - 14)
B.
Faculty Manual Update

III.

Announcements

IV.

Adjournment
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE
Faculty Senate Meeting
MINUTES
October 4, 2019
TIME: 2:45 P.M.
PLACE: J.M. Smith Boardroom, HEC 2086
Officers Present: Dr. Lizabeth Zack (CAHSS-SCW; Faculty Chair); Dr. Lisa Johnson (CAHSSSCW; In-coming chair); Dr. Christa Christ (CAHSS-PSY; Recording Secretary)
Committee Members Present: Dr. Hubbard Smalls (JCBE-EFA); Dr. Thanh Nguyen (JCBEEFA); Daniel Davis (JCBE-MEM); Dr. Elise Harvey (JCBE-MEM); Dr. Jim Kamla (HPH); Dr.
Lauren Vervaecke (HPH); Dr. Karen Lounsbury (SOE); Virginia Cononie (LIB); Ann Merryman
(LIB); Dr. Tracy Hudgins (MBSN); Dr. Darlene Amendolair (MBSN); Dr. Stephanie Barnhill
(MBSN); Dr. Ryan Crawford (MBSN); Dr. Kendra Allison (MBSN); Dr. Carolina Webber
(CAHSS-FACS); Dr. Jim Griffis (CAHSS-HPPA); Dr. Nicole Richardson (CAHSS-HPPA); Dr.
Polinpapilinho Katina (CST-IES); Dr. Ona Egbue (CST-IES); Dr. Alex Lorenz (CAHSS-LLC);
Dr. David Coberly (CAHSS-LLC); Dr. Esther Godfrey (CAHSS-LLC); Dr. Colleen O’Brien
(CAHSS-LLC); Dr. Elizabeth Waddell (CST-MCS); Dr. Liang Zhao (CST-MCS); Dr. Amanda
Schwartz (CST-MCS); Dr. Briget Doyle (CST-NSE); Dr. Anselm Omoike (CST-NSE); Dr.
Andrew Leonardi (CST-NSE); Dr. Scott Meek (CAHSS-PSYC); Dr. Susan Ruppel (CAHSSPSYC); Dr. Tracey Woodard (CAHSS-SCW);
Ex-Officio: Dr. Brendan Kelly, Chancellor; Dr. Clif Flynn, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor;
Mary-David Fox, Registrar
Visitors: Dr. Emily Kofoed (CAHSS-FACS); Dr. Lee Neibert (CAHSS-FACS); Dr. George
Williams (CAHSS-LLC); Dr. Jeannie Chapman (CST Dean); Dr. Tina Herzberg (SOE-HPA);
Mr. Ryan Boggs (HR Coordinator), Dr. Sarah Hunt-Barron (SOE); Dr. Nur Tanyel (SOE); Dr.
Laura Reynolds (SOE); Dr. Celena Kusch (LLC & CAIFS); Dr. Richard Combes (HPPA); Dr.
Pam Steinke (Vice Provost & Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs); Dr. Kim Purdy
(Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean of University College).
Absent: Dr. Kela Goodman (SOE); Dr. Tamara Cook (MBSN); Dr. Warren Bareiss (CAHSSFACS); Dr. Bridget Kirkland (CAHSS-FACS); Dr. Laura Bannan (CST-NSE); Dr. Alex
Tepperman (CAHSS-SCW)
I.

Call to Order - Dr. Zack called the meeting to order at 2:47PM.
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A. Approval of Minutes – September 6, 2019
 Correction: Dr. Briget Doyle corrected the spelling of her name from Bridget to
Briget and she also correct the spelling of Dr. Leonardi from Andre to Andrew,
both of which were misspelled in the September 6th minutes.
 Dr. Karen Lounsbury moved to approve the minutes with this correction and Ms.
Virginia Cononie seconded. Minutes were approved unanimously.
B. Administrative Updates
 Dr. Brendan Kelly, Chancellor
 December Commencement – Chancellor Kelly indicated it has become too
large for us to conduct commencement the same way. Therefore,
commencement is being moved from Tuesday to Saturday (December 14th for
Fall 2019) and there will now be two ceremonies (one in morning and one in
afternoon; dividing up the colleges) instead of one ceremony. He assured that
Spring commencement will also be changing in the future and the logistics of
that with the overall USC system are being discussed. Faculty and students
will be notified of logistics shortly.
 Mission Statement – A University wide task force is being assembled to
redraft the core mission statement of the institution. Chancellor Kelly
indicated that he hopes we are finished with the process before the end of the
2020 fiscal year.
 Provost Search Committee – The first meeting between the search committee
and search consultants will be held by the end of this month. The finalists for
the Provost position should be seen in the fall semester. Dr. Zack added that
the week before Thanksgiving (November 18-22) is specifically when they are
intending to have finalists here. Dr. Flynn also added that the Dean search for
CAHSS is also underway, but will be lagging behind the Provost search.
 Dr. Clif Flynn, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor
 Adjunct Faculty – He thanked those who brought concerns to their attention
and apologized for the pay delay they experienced, acknowledging that the
delay was unacceptable. He shared that a central issue to the delay was that
the pay date for all employees was moved by 2-weeks (September 13 to
September 30; change implemented April 1). Contracts indicating this change
were sent out to those affected and Academic Affairs encouraged departments
to communicate the information. Despite the change in pay date, the deadline
for submitting paperwork was not changed. A failure to submit paperwork on
time or if errors were present in the submitted paperwork, which were the two
major contributing factors, resulted in a 6-week pay delay. Dr. Flynn
reiterated that only a few departments were affected by this issue. As a
solution, his office has implemented changes that include (1) better training
for administrative assistants to understand and communicate the hiring
process and deadlines, (2) having new standard internal deadlines for hiring to
allow for more time to process paperwork, and (3) improved communication
with the adjuncts (e.g., having their personal email for communication) to be
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sure they are aware of the necessary paperwork, submission deadlines, and the
noted pay lag in their contract.
o Dr. Griffis asked why Columbia changed the first pay date. Chancellor
Kelly responded that the decision was based on the volume of paperwork
with new hires across the institutions. Dr. Kelly encouraged that if we are
able to hire earlier we might improve this process.
o Dr. Webber thanked Dr. Flynn again for all the support he gives the
faculty and asked if including adjuncts in the full-time faculty emails
would help with communication issues. Dr. Flynn first thanked Ryan
Boggs for the countless hours he has spent with adjuncts regarding these
pay lag issues. Additionally, he noted that emailing needs to be addressed
at all levels, but that Adam Long has notified him that all emails coming
out of his office will now go to both full-time and part-time faculty stating
next week.
 Faculty Spotlight – Dr. Flynn announced that SCW held their first annual
career extravaganza recently. Over 30 agencies from all over the state and
over 200 students plus alumni attended. Dr. Tracey Woodard and Dr.
Courtney McDonald were acknowledged for their efforts with organizing the
event. Dr. Woodard took this moment to correct that the event will actually
be held each semester due to its success. Dr. Flynn also announced that Dr.
Tina Herzberg was awarded a 5-year, $574,950 Braille Training Grant though
the Department of Education to implement interventions to increase the ability
of braille instructors within STEM fields. Her grant application also received
a perfect score by the granting officers and review panel.
Dr. Kim Purdy, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean of
University College
 Starfish – She started by thanking faculty for their use of Starfish and their
suggestions for how to improve its use (e.g., emails of progress survey to
come from Starfish Team rather than the faculty member). She noted student
access has been substantially improved from last semester. The issues now
arising are with faculty access to Starfish, which has to do with the logistical
steps associated with various paperwork steps and accuracy of information
within our campus and between our campus and Columbia. She shared
statistics from the first two progress surveys. For the first survey, 181 ‘never
attended’ flags were raised, but over 5000 ‘off to a good start’ kudos were
sent out. For the second survey, over 1200 ‘great concerns’ flags, about 400
‘attendance concern’ flags, and 360 tutoring referrals were raised, but over
4000 ‘keep up the good work’ kudos were sent out. Faculty time spent with
starfish indicated that 16% is spent raising flags and 81% is spent giving
kudos. Dr. Purdy noted her excitement with the level of kudos because data
suggests that the institutions using Starfish that have the best retention are also
the institutions using kudos more than flags. The next survey is being sent out
soon and is hoped to help advisors to know how to interpret a mid-term grade
of D or F.
o Dr. Zack asked if we knew the faculty participation rate. Dr. Purdy did
not have an accurate number because not everyone has access to Starfish.
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She did note that about half the progress surveys were completed, but that
completion of the survey didn’t necessarily indicate use of Starfish
generally.
C. Committee Updates –
 Dr. Darlene Amendolair, Promotion & Tenure Committee
 Asking units to update their criteria. She noted that file guidelines are posted
online and that peer-review chairs will be interviewed in order to determine if
guidelines are efficient and what issues are arising during the review process.
A P&T workshop in the spring is being expanded to be more hands on. Dr.
Kusch will be asked to help with this workshop. Also, a peer-review hands on
workshop in the fall is being considered in order to help individuals know
what to look for, file organization, and addressing issues from peer-review
committees. Dr. Johnson requested clarification that this latter workshop was
for faculty undergoing a 3rd year review in the following year and not for
members of the peer review committees. Dr. Zack confirmed this statement.
 Dr. Lizabeth Zack in lieu of Dr. Nolan Stolz, Academic Affairs Committee
 Curricular Change Forms – These are available online in addition to
instructions for completing forms and dates for submissions. Center for
Academic Innovation will provide guidance on proposing new programs. Dr.
Kamla noted the organization of this new table was very user-friendly. Dr.
Zack requested that issues with the use of this webpage be communicated to
Dr. Stolz.
D. Old Business - none
II.

New Business
A. Faculty Manual Update
 Dr. Lizabeth Zack, Faculty Chair
 Started by asking whether One Drive was successful for obtaining the agenda
and no one specified any issues.
 Faculty manual has been approved by the board of trustees and the new
manual is now available online. You can reach it by navigating from the USC
Upstate homepage, then proceed to either the A-Z index or clicking
“Faculty/Staff” at the top of the page, then navigate to faculty governance, and
then finally to faculty manual. There are links to individual chapters in
addition to a PDF of the entire manual. In the future, this page will also
include drafts of proposed changes. A summary of changes from the older
version to the newer version include: table of contents, preamble, forward,
mission/visions/values statement, appendix, chapters 1-4 revisions, and
chapter 5 revisions and reorganization. Specifically, for Chapter 5 the faculty
review is being treated as a coherent and integrated system where the
component parts are the types of review we undergo: annual reviews, 3rd year,
tenure & promotion, post-tenure, and instructor promotion. The rules and
principles that govern these reviews are laid out in the manual and manual
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language is used with intent. Because the manual is in effect, the changes are
now applicable. The pre-tenure review has been changed from 2nd & 4th to just
a 3rd year review, although for only this year, faculty do have the choice
between these two options. There is also a new master calendar in Appendix
7, but again, for just this year the calendar is being adjusted to accommodate
the changes. Appendix 8 contains the revised Faculty Review Form, which
will now be used for all reviews for all faculty. Dr. Zack acknowledged that
there is an issue with unit criteria being on a 4-point scale now that this new
faculty review form is on a 5-point scale, which is being discussed. File
guidelines in the appendix are also new and intend to reduce the amount of
material and number of binders down to a narrative to make the case for
yourself and supporting documents for the narrative.
o Dr. Amendolair inquired if the post-tenure review policy was changed and
Dr. Zack confirmed that it was not.
III.

Announcements - none

IV.

Adjournment
 At 3:39 pm Dr. Jim Griffis moved to adjourn the meeting and Dr. Briget Doyle
seconded. Motion to adjourn was approved unanimously.
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